
 
UPGRADE DRIVE to BOOST your FL SMITHE MO 

 
 
 
 
 
Our new drive upgrade  especially designed for a Smithe type MO-MP and MO-PC-MP machine will replace the 
old chain drive our manufacturer line shaft drive to a combination of gear box and timing belts. It will drive the 
whole machine from the feed to the printing section of the machine traditionally chain driven even on the most 
modern machines. Thanks to this modification we improve the quality of envelopes produced and increase the speed 
of the machine up to 350 envelopes per minute. (video available) 
 
 
Main features : 
 
1. LOCATION of the drive 
 
• The unit is bolted on the side frame of the machine and will drive with gearboxes , timing belt and shaft all 

section of the machine including the printing section. No open gear to grease or chains to change. 
 
2. Main advantages :   
 
On the chain driven machines: Changing the drive from chain to 
gearboxes and shaft, it will reduce drastically the wear create by 
constant jog/run/stop of the machine. The wear of the keyway and slack 
in the chain will eventually create problems in registration and 
adjusting of the machine resulting in constant jam and waste of paper.  
Our system will reduce the maintenance cost, will improve the quality 
of envelopes produced and printed and will help to increase average 
production by 25% to 75%. 
On shaft driven machines: Even on shaft driven machines, the 
printing section is always chain driven. Our system will cover the 
machine from the feed to the last printing unit.  
 
 
 

 
3.  Other advantages :  
 
The drive system includes a vacuum chamber that increases 
the vacuum capacity and eliminates the need of individual 
vacuum lines to the window and printing sections. 
It also reduces the noise level and is more forgiving for 
maintenance mistakes.  
 
 
Possible electronic upgrade: 
Including new energy efficient motor, AC inverter drive, new 
electrical cabinet and new electronic with PLC, remote Speed 
control, digital screen with jam location...  
 
 

 
 


